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1. Introduction. In the regular case the classical method of obtain-

ing the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the equation

d2y     r
(1.1) _¿+[x-s(aP)]y = o

under Sturmian boundary conditions involves the use of asymptotic

expressions. In the singular cases of (1.1) when the range of x is in-

finite or semi-infinite instead of finite, Titchmarsh [l ] has shown that

such asymptotic solutions are also necessary in obtaining spectral

and expansion theorems by the methods of complex variables. The

authors have been concerned with generalizing the results of Titch-

marsh to the following pair of equations

du , dv
(1.2)-[\a(x) + b(x)]v = 0,-\- [\c(x) + d(x)]u = 0.

dx dx

Interest in this system was aroused by a consideration of the Dirac

relativistic wave equations for a particle in a central field, the wave

equations for the one-dimensional case being of the form (1.2). The

authors have shown in an as yet unpublished report [5] issued by

the Oak Ridge National Laboratories that most of the results of Titch-

marsh generalize to the system (1.2) for the singular case [0^x< «> ]

but with the restriction a(x)=c(x). In order to remove this restric-

tion it is necessary first to obtain an asymptotic solution to (1.2) for

large X in the regular case. For the case a(x) =c(x) = 1 over the finite

interval [Ogx^l], Hurwitz [3] has obtained such an asymptotic

solution as well as an expansion theorem for an arbitrary function

pair. In this paper we generalize the results of Hurwitz by presenting

an asymptotic solution to the system (1.2) for arbitrary functions

a(x), c(x) subject only to the restrictions given below.

2. Asymptotic solution for large X. Consider the system (1.2) over

the finite interval [0 = x ^ 1 ] under the following conditions : b (x) and

d(x) are real functions of class C over this interval, a(x) and c(x) are

positive, nonvanishing functions of class C", and X is a parameter,

real or complex. By a solution of (1.2) is meant a pair of functions
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[w(x, X), vix, X)] with continuous first derivatives which satisfies

(1.2). Let the initial conditions be

(2.1) m(0) = Ao«,       o(0) = k^ß,

where

(2.2) A(x) = [aix)/cix)Y'\

ko = A(0), and a, ß are arbitrary real constants. We may then prove the

theorem.

Theorem I. The system (1.2), (2.1) has the following asymptotic solu-

tion for large X

m(x) = A(x) [a cos £ + ß sin £] + O (1/X),

(2.3)

d(x) = *-»(*) [- a sin £ + 0 cos {] + O (1/X),

wAere

f(x) = XA(x) + g(x),        A(x) =  f   (ac)1/2^,

C +

iacY

(2.4) °
1   r*  bc+ ad1    /•"

This solution is unique.

To prove this theorem let

.      7i(x) sin £
«(*) = U(x) + A(x) [a cos £ + 0 sin £] +-;

(2.5)
,      ¿2(x) sin £

vix) = F(x) + A-X(x) [- a sin £ + ß cos £] + —^-,

where

7i(x) = - ak'ix)/iac)1'2 +
ßkix) lb       d

2
(2.6)

{t-t}.

72(x) = ßk'ix)/a +
ak^ix) lb       d

{t-t}2

If we substitute (2.5) into (1.2) we obtain for U, F the equations

(2.7) U' - (Xa + ¿»)F = P/X,       F' + (Xc + d)t/ = Q/\

where
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P(x, X) = (L{ - bL2) sin É + Lig' eos fe

G(», X) = (£,' + dLi) sin £ + L2g' cos f.

Now let F= [Fi, F2], G= [d, G2] be solutions of the system

(2.9) yl = - \cy2,       yl = Xayi,

satisfying the boundary conditions

Fi(0) = 1,       F2(0) = 0,
(2.10) W

Gi(0) = 0,       G2(0) = 1.

We define the pseudo-Wronskian of two solution pairs F, G by

W(F, G) = Fid-F2Gi. It is easy to show from (2.9) that this Wron-

skian is independent of x and hence from condition (2.10) we have

W(F, G) = l. It we multiply (2.7) first by Fu -F2 respectively, add

and integrate from 0 to x, then multiply by —Gi, G2 and add and

integrate, we obtain

C x R(x, X)
FiU - F2V =  I    (bFiV + dF2U)dy + -i-i-i-,

J o X
(2.11)

S(x, X)
- GiU + G2V = - f   (bGiV + dG2U)dy +

J o

where

R(x,\) =  f X (PFi - QFt)dy,
J o

(2.12)

•S(x, X) =  I    (- H?i + ÖG2)dy.
Jo

These equations may be solved linearly for U and V to yield the fol-

lowing integral equations

U(x, X) = G2(x, X) f \bFiV + dF2U)dy - F2(x, X)
Jo

r * n(x, x)
• j    (bGiV + dG2U)dy + —--,
Jo X

(2.13)

V(x, X) = - Fi(x, X) f   (6GiF + dG2U)dy + Gi(x, X)
Jo

•/0

li"(a;, X)
iF + dF2U)dy + —-
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where

Nix, X) = G2(x, X)5(x, X) + F2(x, X)2?(x, X),
(2.141

Mix, X) = Fiix, X)5(x, X) + Giix, X)ic(x, X).

Now the functions F, G satisfy the system of equations (2.9) which

can be written as the second order equation

c'
(2.15) yi"-yl+\2acyi = 0,

c

and under the transformation f(x)=/jjcds, X=yi, this becomes

(2.16) X"it) + \2[a/c]Xit) = 0.

Now it is known from the Sturm-Liouville theory [4] that the solu-

tions of (2.16) on a finite interval as well as their first derivatives with

respect to X are 0(1) for large X and bounded for all values of the

independent variable on this interval. The same statement holds for

the solutions Fand G of (2.15) over the interval 0^x<l. It is now

evident from (2.8), (2.12), and (2.14) that for large X

P(x, X) = 0(1), Qix, X) = 0(1),

Rix, X) = 0(1), 5(x, X) = 0(1),

Nix, X) = 0(1),        Mix, X) = 0(1).

The integral equations (2.13) can be written

N(x \) /» *
Uix, X) =-—- +        [Knix, y)Uiy) + #i2(x, y)Viy)]dy,

X J o
(2.17)

Mix, x)      rx .
Vix, X) =-+        [*„(*, y)Uiy) + K22ix, y)Viy)]dy,

X J o

where

À-ii(x, y, X) = diy)[G2ix, X)F2(y, X) - F2(x, \)G2iy, X)],

Ki2ix, y, X) = biy) [02(x, X)Fi(y, X) - F2(x, X)Gi(y, X)],
(2.lo) r ,

^2i(x, y, X) = diy) [- Fiix, \)G2iy, X) + Gi(x, \)F2iy, X)],

K22ix, y, X) = biy)[- fi(x, X)Gi(y, X) + Gi(x, X)F,(y, X)].

Since F, G are bounded for all x on O^xg 1 and for large X, it follows

that

\Kn\gK\d\, \Kn\gK\á\,

\Ka\3K\b\,        \K22\^K\b\,
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where K is the maximum value of the absolute values of the expres-

sions in brackets in (2.18). On taking absolute values in (2.17) we

have

M
\u\tk-

(2.19)

M Cz

U\^—r+K^   [\d\-\u\+\b\-\v\]dy,

+ AfI[|d|-|«7| + |6|-|F|]dy,
«'0

where M = max [| N(x, X) |, | M(x, X) | ].

We now require the following lemma.

Lemma 1. Let hi, h2 be integrable on 0 ̂ x^ 1 ; let hi, h2, gi, g2 be posi-

tive, with gi, g2 continuous, and let G be constant. If

0 =: x ^ 1,

(2.20)

then

gi(x) á G + I    (higi + h2g2)ds,
J o

g2(x) ̂  G + I    (higi + h2g2)ds,
J o

gi(x) = Ci exp j J   (hi + h2)ds\ ,

g2(x) ¿ Ci exp -CI     (hi + h2)ds> .

To prove the lemma rewrite the inequalities (2.20)

(2.21) gi(x) fg Ci + yi,       g2(x) á Ci + y i,

where yi=/o (higi+h2g2)dx, dyi/dx= [hi(x)gi(x)+h2(x)-g2(x)]. Multi-

plying by hi, h2 respectively and adding we get

dyi
higi + h2g2 = —— = G(Ai + h2) + yx(hi + h2),

dx

d

dx
Uexp j- j   (hi+h2)ds\'\

Ú Ci(h + h2) exp |- f   (h + h2)ds\

[G - exp j- J   (h + h2)ds\ 1.
d ■

= G — \C2 — exp
dx\
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Now integrate from 0 to x to obtain

yi(x) é Cilexp if  (A, + h2)ds\ - ll.

The substitution of this expression in (2.21) proves the lemma.

We now apply the lemma to (2.19), letting Ci = Ü7/|X|, hi = K~\ d\,

A2 = 7í|¿>|, gi= | ¿71, g2= | V\. The conditions of Lemma 1 are ob-

viously satisfied and hence

\u\t¿~exp{Kf*[\d\ + \b\]dsy

\v\Z ^exp {Kf\\d\ + \b\]ds}.

Since both ¿> and d are integrable over [O^x^l], it follows that

¿7=0(1/X), F=0(1A) for Ogx^l. From (2.5) it is now evident

that w(x), vix) have the asymptotic solution specified in Theorem I.

This proves the theorem.

3. The expansion theorem. In 1926 Bliss [2] considered a system

of n first order equations involving a parameter X linearly, the coeffi-

cients in the system being real-valued and continuous over a finite

interval. When the matrix of the coefficients satisfied another condi-

tion which he termed definite self-adjointness he was able to prove

the existence of an infinite number of real characteristic values and

further that an arbitrary function could be expanded into a series of

the characteristic functions. In the proof he used methods analogous

to those of the Hilbert-Schmidt integral equation theory. The system

(1.2) is included in the general system treated by Bliss. For our case

« = 2, a new proof, yielding somewhat sharper results, of the exist-

ence of the eigenvalues and of an expansion theorem can be based

on the asymptotic solution presented in this paper. The proof is

omitted but the expansion theorem is given below:

Theorem II. Consider the system (1.2) under the Sturmian boundary

conditions

(3.1) «„«(0) + ßoviO) = 0,        a,«(l) + 0m(l) = 0,

where a0, ßo, «i, ßi are real constants such that \a0\ +\ßo\ 5*0, ¡«i|

+ \ßx\ 7*0. The eigenvalues of the system (1.2), (3.1) are real, discrete,

infinite in number and extend from — » to + °°. To each eigenvalue X„

there is a unique solution pair [un, vn]. These solutions are orthonormal

in the following sense
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r1 (0,     m y¿ n,
(3.2) I    (cumun + avmvn)dx = <

Jo U,     r» = n.

If /= [fi0*0 i/2(tf)] M « function of class C" satisfying the conditions

(3.1), /ftew the following expansions hold

00 oo

(3.3) fi(x) = X c„«„(x),       h(x) = £ £»»„(*)
m=—oo n~—so

where c»=/¿ (cfiU-\-af2v)dx. The convergence in (3.3) is uniform.
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